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1 Introduction
Intel SGX [1] enables a variety of valuable use cases (e.g.,
secure data sharing [13]) by protecting an application from
all other untrusted parties (e.g., host kernel). However, incor-
porating Intel SGX in the conventional software development
introduces additional requirements. New interface between
the application running in an SGX enclave and the host kernel
(i.e., ecall and ocall [1]) is one of the requirements.

In this respect, legacy applications should be intrusively
modified to run in the enclave as they were not implemented
with Intel SGX in mind. Thus, many researches have been
proposed to run the applications in the enclave without any
modification [6, 10, 11]. Currently, Gramine LibOS [2] has
become the major option as it is officially maintained by the
Intel. However, Gramine LibOS suffers from large trusted
computing base (TCB) while there is no efficient way to test
it until now.

Thus, we propose GRAMINER, a full-fledged Gramine Li-
bOS fuzzer, to help the developers quickly detect the bugs and
fix them. To be specific, GRAMINER employs the powerful
fuzzing technique [3, 12] to automatically and efficiently test
Gramine LibOS while covering the large input space. For that,
we modified syzkaller [3] to execute syscall traces and detect
kernel panics in Gramine LibOS. While the current proto-
type of GRAMINER runs without any coverage guidance [12]
and adress sanitizer (ASAN) [9], it clearly shows the poten-
tial by finding 6 new bugs within 12 CPU hours. We open-
source GRAMINER under https://github.com/JaewonHur/
graminer.git, so we hope GRAMINER will be used as a base-
line for the following researches.

2 Background
In this section, we introduce Gramine LibOS (§2.1), and
fuzzing (§2.2).
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2.1 Gramine LibOS
Gramine LibOS [2] is a library OS that allows legacy appli-
cations to run in the enclave protected by Intel SGX [1]. In
order to protect a user-level application from an untrusted
kernel, Intel SGX defines a new interface, ecall and ocall,
which should be used instead of the syscalls [1]. However, as
the legacy applications were not implemented with the Intel
SGX in mind, they should be modified intrusively. To this
end, Gramine LibOS seamlessly interposes in between the
user-level application and the ecall/ocall interface so as to
run the application without any modification.

Gramine LibOS runs by intercepting the syscalls invoked
from the application and handling it through the ecall/ocall
interface. Thus, Gramine LibOS implements most of the
syscall handling logics inside it, resulting in a large trusted
computing base (TCB). However, the large TCB can cause
a security problem as it may introduce lots of attack vectors
to the untrusted host kernel (e.g., unexpected memory bug
triggered by Iago attacks [7]). Furthermore, the usability can
be degraded as a bug can be triggered while running a normal
application on it, breaking down the libOS.

2.2 Fuzzing
Fuzzing is one of the most successful software testing tech-
niques that has found many bugs so far [3, 8, 12]. Briefly
speaking, given a target software, a fuzzer randomly gener-
ates inputs to the software and tests it while detecting the bugs.
Especially, syzkaller [3] targets kernel software and generates
random syscall sequences to trigger a kernel panic. Based on
the random input generation, coverage-guided fuzzer gener-
ates even advanced inputs by employing a coverage metric
that measures how much the software is tested [12].

While Gramine LibOS has been implemented with security
in mind and many unit tests [2], there is no technique currently
to exhaustively test it. To this end, we design GRAMINER to
apply the powerful fuzzing technique for testing Gramine
LibOS.

3 Design of GRAMINER

Overview. GRAMINER is a full-fledged fuzzer that finds
implementation bugs in Gramine LibOS [2]. We design
GRAMINER to be seamlessly integrated into syzkaller [3]
so that GRAMINER can reuse the features of syzkaller (e.g.,
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Figure 1. Design of GRAMINER

random syscall sequence generation). To be specific, the work-
flow of GRAMINER is shown in Figure 1. In order to run the
fuzzer, GRAMINER needs a virtual machine that runs the
Gramine LibOS inside. Same as the syzkaller, GRAMINER is
composed of i) the manager, ii) the fuzzer, and iii) the execu-
tor. The manager continuously boots a VM which runs the
testcases inside (on the Gramine LibOS), and monitors the
status of the VM while saving newly found bugs. Inside the
VM, the fuzzer randomly generates and provides a testcase
(i.e., a random sequence of syscalls) to the executor. Finally,
the executor running on the Gramine LibOS executes the re-
ceived testcase so that the syscall handling implemented in
Gramine LibOS can be tested.

3.1 Running Testcases on Gramine LibOS
In order to test Gramine LibOS, GRAMINER runs the execu-
tor directly on the Gramine LibOS. For that, GRAMINER first
configures the runtime context (i.e., manifest file for Gramine
LibOS [2]), and runs the executor on top of it. Then, the execu-
tor receives a randomly generated syscall sequence through
pipe, and invokes the syscalls.

3.2 Detecting Bugs in Gramine LibOS
GRAMINER detects the bugs triggered in Gramine LibOS
directly inside the VM. Specifically, the fuzzer running in the
VM monitors the exit status of the executor, which invokes
the random syscalls on Gramine LibOS. As the Gramine
LibOS substitutes the kernel panic inside it as the program
exit with a SIGPWR status [4] (i.e., power failure), the fuzzer
determines the bug by comparing the status against SIGPWR.
While the current implementation of GRAMINER can only
detect the kernel panic (e.g., assertion failure), it can be easily
extended to detect potential memory bugs by incorporating
Adress Sanitizer (ASAN) [9].

Once a bug is triggered, the fuzzer compiles (and saves)
the bug triggering testcase (i.e., syscall sequence) into a stan-
dalone binary, thus the bug can be easily reproduced later.
Then, the manager periodically collects the bug triggering
testcases into a global working directory (outside the VM) so
that they are preserved across the VM power cycles.

4 Evaluation
In order to evaluate GRAMINER, we fuzzed Gramine LibOS
for 12 CPU hours and found 6 assertion and memory bugs as
shown in Figure 1. The bugs were disclosed to and confirmed
by the developers, and some of them are already fixed [5].
While most of the bugs were related to syscall argument
checking, the results clearly illustrates that GRAMINER can
quickly test Gramine LibOS.

5 Discussions
Incorporating Coverage-guidance. While current im-
plementation of GRAMINER does not employ a coverage-
guidance, AFL-like coverage-guidance can also be incorpo-
rated. In order to incorporate coverage-guidance, Gramine
LibOS [2] should be compiled with AFL [12] coverage instru-
mentation. In this case, Gramine LibOS should be modified to
expose the coverage measurement to the fuzzer. For example,
we can add a synthetic file which summarizes the coverage
status to be read after each fuzzing iteration.
Invoking Real Security Bugs. Gramine LibOS has two in-
put dimensions in the security perspective: i) syscall interface
from the application to the libOS, and ii) ecall/ocall inter-
face from the host kernel to the libOS. While GRAMINER
currently fuzzes only the syscall interface, the ecall/ocall
interface should be fuzzed simultaneously to find a security
bug, which may be exploited by the host kernel. This is be-
cause the threat model of Gramine LibOS assumes only the
host kernel is malicious but the application is trusted. For that,
new input format should be defined, which interleaves the
syscalls generated from the application and the return value
of the ocalls generated from the host kernel.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose GRAMINER, a full-fledged fuzzer to
find implementation bugs in Gramine LibOS [2]. GRAMINER
generates random syscalls to be invoked on top of the
Gramine LibOS and finds implementation bugs includ-
ing assertion failures and memory bugs. We implemented
GRAMINER on syzkaller [3] and GRAMINER its practical
impacts by finding 6 bugs within 12 CPU hours. We open-
sourced GRAMINER under https://github.com/JaewonHur/
graminer.git, so we hope it will be used as a baseline for the
future researches.
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